Abstract. Define a static algorithm as an algorithm that computes some combinatorial property of its input consisting of static, i.e., non-moving, objects. In this paper, we describe a technique for syntactically transforming static algorithms into kinetic algorithms, which compute properties of moving objects. The technique o«ers capabilities for composing kinetic algorithms, for integrating dynamic and kinetic changes, and for ensuring robustness even with fixed-precision floating-point arithmetic. To evaluate the e«ectiveness of the approach, we implement a library for performing the transformation, transform a number of algorithms, and give an experimental evaluation. The results show that the technique performs well in practice.
Introduction
Since first proposed by Basch, Guibas, and Hershberger [13] , many kinetic data structures for computing properties of moving objects have been designed and analyzed (e.g., [8, 12, 9] ). Some kinetic data structures have also been implemented [14, 12, 17] . A kinetic data structure for computing a property can be viewed as maintaining the proof obtained by running a static algorithm for computing that property. Based on this connection between static algorithms and kinetic data structures, previous work developed kinetic data structures by kinetizing static algorithms. In all previous approaches, the kinetization process is performed manually. This paper proposes techniques for kinetizing static algorithms semi-automatically by applying a syntactic transformation. We call such kinetized algorithms as kinetic algorithms. The transformation (Section 2) relies on self-adjusting computation [1] , where programs can respond to any change to their data (e.g., insertions»deletions into»from the input, changes to the outcomes of comparisons) by running a generalpurpose change-propagation algorithm. We evaluate the e«ectiveness of the approach by kinetizing a number of algorithms (Sections 3 and 4), including the merge-sort and the quick-sort algorithms, the Graham-Scan [16] , merge-hull, quick-hull [11] , ultimate [15] algorithms for computing convex hulls, and Shamos's algorithm for computing diameters [21] and performing an experimental evaluation. Our experiments (Section 5) show that kinetized algorithms are eAEcient in practice.
For the transformation to yield an eAEcient kinetic algorithm, the static algorithms being transformed need to be stable. Informally, an algorithm is stable if a small change to the input causes a small change in the execution of the algorithm. In previous work [1, 6] we have formalized the notion of stability and described approaches to analyzing it. In practice many algorithms seem stable with respect to small input changes, or can be made stable with minor modifications. From a theoretical point of view, our approach can be viewed as a reduction from dynamic»kinetic problems to stable, static problems. Given that the algorithm designer needs to analyze the stability, one may wonder what advantages the approach has over direct design of kinetic data structures, which often also start by considering static algorithms.
We briefly describe here several advantages of the approach over traditional approaches. In addition to guaranteeing the correctness of kinetized algorithms, the approach enables some capabilities that can dramatically simplify the design and implementation of algorithms for motion simulation. These capabilities are inherent to the approach (require no changes to the implementation) and include composibility, integration of dynamic and kinetic changes, and the ability to advance the simulation time to any time in the future. Composibility refers to the ability to send (or pipe) the output of one kinetic algorithm to another: e.g., if ´¡µ and ´¡µ are kinetic algorithms, then ´ ´¡µµ is a kinetic algorithm. Composibility is important for building large software systems from smaller modules. Integration of dynamic and kinetic changes refers to the ability of kinetic algorithms to respond to both dynamic changes (e.g., insertions»deletions into»from the input), and kinetic changes due to motion. With previously proposed approaches, integrating dynamic and kinetic changes can involve major changes to a dynamic or kinetic data structure. For example, Basch et al.'s kinetic convex-hull data structure [13] , which does not handle dynamic changes, is very di«er-ent from Alexandron et al.'s data structure [10] , which supports integrated changes. Advancing-time capability refers to the ability to advance the simulation time to any time in the future. In addition to combining time-stepping and kinetic simulation approaches, this capability also helps ensure robustness in the presence of certain numerical inaccuracies (discussed in more detail below). Since the approach makes it possible to transform static algorithms into kinetic semi-automatically and guarantees correctness, it also has some software engineering benefits: only the static code needs to be maintained, documented, and debugged.
An important problem in motion simulation is ensuring robustness in the presence of numerical errors in computing the roots of certain polynomials, called certificate polynomials. These roots give the failure times (events) at which the computed property may change. Based on the advancing-time capability of kinetic algorithm, we describe a scheduling algorithm that guarantees robustness even with finite-precision floatingpoint arithmetic (Section 2.2). The idea behind our approach is to process the events closer than the smallest computable precision together as a batch. In all previous work, events are processed one by one by computing their order exactly-this requires expensive numerical techniques based on exact and»or interval arithmetic [19, 18, 17] . The reason for processing events one by one is that events may be interdependent: processing one may invalidate another. Our approach is made possible by the ability of the change-propagation algorithm to process interdependent events correctly. It is not known if previously proposed approaches based on kinetic data structures can be extended to support interdependent events (eAEciently).
To illustrate the di«erences between our proposal and traditional approaches based on kinetic data structures, consider the example of computing the convex hull of a set of points above some dividing line (e.g., Figure 1 ). In the static setting, where points do not move, this can be performed by composing a function ÐØ Ö × that finds the points above a line with the function ÙÐÐ × that computes the convex hull, i.e., the algorithm can be expressed as ÙÐÐ ×´ ÐØ Ö ×´Èµµ, where È is a set of points. Our approach enables giving the kinetic algorithm ÙÐÐ ´ ÐØ Ö ´È µµ, where ÙÐÐ and ÐØ Ö are the kinetic versions of ÐØ Ö × and ÙÐÐ × obtained by applying our syntactic transformation, and È is a set of moving points. This algorithm supports the aforementioned capabilities without further modifications to the implementation.
Suppose we want to solve the same problem by composing the kinetic data structures ÐØ Ö × and ÙÐÐ × for the filtering and the convex hull problems. Note first that ÙÐÐ × must respond to integrated dynamic and kinetic changes, because the output of ÐØ Ö × will change over time as points cross the dividing line. To compose the two data structures, it is also necessary to convert the changes in the output of ÐØ Ö × into appropriate insert»delete operations for ÙÐÐ ×. This requires 1) computing the "edit" (changes) between successive outputs of ÐØ Ö ×, 2) implementing a data structure for communicating the changes to ÙÐÐ × (chapter 9 in Basch's thesis [12] ). We don't know of any previously proposed general-purpose approaches to computing "edits" between arbitrary data structures eAEciently. Finally, kinetic data structures rely on processing events one by one. This requires sequentializing simultaneous events (e.g., when multiple points cross the dividing line at the same time) and using costly numerical techniques to determine the exact order of failing certificates.
From Static to Kinetic Programs
We describe the transformation from static to kinetic algorithms, and present an algorithm for robust motion simulation by exploiting certain properties of the transformation (Section 2.2). The asymptotic complexity of kinetic algorithms can be determined by analyzing the stability of the program; we describe stability briefly in Section 2.3.
The Transformation
The transformation of a static program (algorithm) into a kinetic program requires two steps. First, the static program is transformed into a self-adjusting program. Second, the self-adjusting program is kinetized by linking it with a kinetic scheduler.
Transforming a static program into a self-adjusting program requires annotating the program with primitives for creating, reading, and writing modifiable references, and for memoization. A modifiable (reference) is a reference, whose contents is a changeable or time dependent value. In particular, once a self-adjusting program executes, the contents of modifiables can be changed, and the computation can be updated by running a change-propagation algorithm. For the purposes of this paper, changeable data consists of all comparisons that involve moving points, and the "next pointers" in the input list. Placing the outcomes of comparisons into modifiables enables changing them as points move; placing the links into modifiables enables inserting»deleting elements into»from the input. After the programmer determines what data is changeable, s»he can transform the program by annotating it with the aforementioned primitives. This transformation is aided by language techniques that ensures correctness [1, 2, 4] . Example transformations can be found elsewhere [7, 1] .
Kinetizing a self-adjusting program requires replacing the comparisons in the program with certificate-generating comparisons. This is achieved by linking the program with a library that provides the certificate-generating comparisons. When executed, a certificate-generating comparison creates a certificate consisting of a boolean value and a certificate function that represents the value of the certificate over time. Creating a certificate requires computing its failure time by finding the roots of its certificate function, and inserting the certificate into a certificate (priority) queue. An event scheduler simulates motion by repeatedly removing the earliest certificate to fail from the certificate queue, changing its outcome, and running the change propagation.
The key di«erence between our approach and the previously proposed approaches to motion simulation is the use of the change-propagation algorithm for updating computation. Instead of requiring the design of a kinetic data structure, the change-propagation algorithm takes advantage of the computation structure expressed by the static algorithm to update the output. To achieve eAEciency, the change-propagation algorithm [3, 1] relies on an integral combination of memoization [5] and dynamic-dependence graphs [6, 4] . Since change-propagation is general purpose and can handle any change to the computation, kinetic (self-adjusting) algorithm have the following capabilities: -Integrated Changes: They can respond to any change to their data including any combination of changes to the input (a.k.a., dynamic changes), and changes to the outcomes of comparisons (a.k.a., kinetic changes).
-Composibility: They are composable: if ´¡µ and ´¡µ are kinetic algorithms, then so is ´ ´¡µµ.
-Advancing Time: In a kinetic simulation with a kinetic (self-adjusting) algorithm, the simulation time can be advanced from the current time to any time t in the future. This requires first changing the outcome of certificates that fail between the current time and t, and then running change propagation.
Robust Motion Simulation
Traditional approaches to motion-simulation based on kinetic data structures rely on computing the exact order in which certificates fail. The reason for this is correctness: since comparisons can be interdependent, changing the outcome of one certificate can invalidate (delete) another certificate. Thus, if the failure order of comparisons is not safe unsafe Fig. 2 . The simulation time, the certificate failure intervals, and safe and unsafe time intervals determined exactly, then the event scheduler can prematurely process an event e 1 , before the event e 2 that invalidates e 1 . This can easily lead to an error by violating critical invariants. Previous work on robust motion simulation focused on techniques for determining the exact order of failure times by using numerical approaches [19, 18, 17] . We propose an algorithm for robust motion simulation that only requires fixedprecision floating-point arithmetic. The algorithm takes advantage of the advancingtime property of kinetic algorithms to perform change-propagation only at "safe" points in time at which the outcomes of certificates can be computed precisely. Given a kinetic simulation, where each certificate is associated with an interval that contains its exact failure time, we say that a time t is safe if t is not contained in the interval of any certificate. Figure 2 shows a hypothetical example and some safe time intervals.
If the scheduler could determine the safe time points, then it would perform a robust simulation by repeatedly advancing the time to the earliest next safe time, i.e., target.
Since the outcomes of all comparisons can be determined correctly at safe targets, such a simulation is guaranteed to be correct. It is not possible, however, to know what targets are safe online, because this requires knowing all the future certificates. Our algorithm therefore selects a safe target t based on existing certificates and aborts when it finds that t becomes unsafe, which happens if, during the change propagation, a certificate whose interval contains t is created. To abort, the algorithm restarts the simulation at the next safe time greater than t (this ensures progress).
As discussed in Section 5, this approach seems very e«ective in practice. To ensure robustness, the scheduler needs to process less than two certificates per event (on average), and requires very few restarts.
Stability
The asymptotic complexity of change propagation with a kinetic algorithm can be determined by analyzing the stability of the kinetic algorithm. Since this paper concerns experimental issues, we give a brief overview of stability here and refer the reader to the first author's thesis for further details [1] . The stability of an algorithm is measured by computing the "edit distance" between the executions of the algorithm on di«erent data as the symmetric set di«erence of the executed instructions. For example, the stability of the merge sort algorithm under a change to the outcome of one of the comparisons can be determined by computing the symmetric set di«erence of the set of comparisons performed before and after this change. Elsewhere [1] , we prove that, under certain conditions, change-propagation takes time proportional to the edit distance between the traces of the algorithm on the inputs before and after the change.
Implementation
We implemented a library for transforming static algorithms into kinetic. The library consists of primitives for creating certificates, event scheduling, and is based on a library for self-adjusting-computation. The self-adjusting-computation library is described elsewhere [3, 2] . The implementation of the kinetic event scheduler follows the description in Section 2.2; as a priority queue, a binary heap is used. For solving the roots of the polynomials, the library relies on a degree-two solver, which uses the standard floating-point arithmetic and makes no further accuracy guarantees. The solver can be extended to solve higher-degree polynomials. The full code for the implementation is available at ØØÔ »»ØØ ºÙ Óº Ù» ÙÑÙØ»×Ø Ò
Applications
Using our library for kinetizing static algorithms, we implemented a number of algorithms and kinetized them. The algorithms include an algorithm for finding the minimum key in a list (Ñ Ò ÑÙÑ), the ÕÙ ¹×ÓÖØ and the Ñ Ö ¹×ÓÖØ algorithms, several convex hull algorithms including Ö Ñ¹× Ò [16] , ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ [11] , Ñ Ö ¹ ÙÐÐ, the (improved) ÙÐØ Ñ Ø convex-hull algorithm [15] , and an algorithm, called Ñ Ø Ö, for finding the diameter of a set of points [20] . The input to all our algorithms is a list of one or two dimensional points. Each component of a point is a univariate polynomial of time with floating-point coeAEcients. In the static versions of the algorithms, the polynomials have degree zero; in the kinetic versions, the polynomials can have an arbitrary degree depending on the particular motion represented. For our experiments, we only consider linear motion plans; the polynomials therefore have no more than degree 2.
To obtain an eAEcient kinetic algorithm for an application, we first implement a stable, static algorithm for that application and then transform the algorithm into a kinetic algorithm using the techniques described in Section 2.1. The transformation increases the number of lines by about 20% on average. Our implementations rely on the capability to compose kinetic algorithms: the ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ and ÙÐØ Ñ Ø algorithms use Ñ Ò ÑÙÑ to find the point furthest away from a line; Ö Ñ¹× Ò uses Ñ Ö ¹×ÓÖØ to sort its input points; Ñ Ø Ö uses ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ to compute the convex hull of the points and Ñ Ò ÑÙÑ to find the furthest antipodal pair, etc.
Not every algorithm is stable. For example, the straightforward list-traversal algorithm for computing the minimum of a list of keys is not stable. Our algorithm for computing the minimum relies on random-sampling (details can be found elsewhere [7, 1] ).
The other algorithms require small changes to ensure stability: the Ñ Ö ¹×ÓÖØ and Ñ Ö ¹ ÙÐÐ algorithms require randomizing the split phase so that the input list is randomly divided into two sets (instead of dividing in the middle); the ÙÐØ Ñ Ø convex-hull algorithm requires randomizing the elimination step; the ÕÙ ¹×ÓÖØ, ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ, Ö Ñ¹× Ò, and Ñ Ø Ö algorithms require no changes.
Experimental Results
We present an experimental evaluation of the approach. We give detailed experimental results for the Ñ Ø Ö application, and summarize the results for other applications. We compare our kinetic Ñ Ò ÑÙÑ algorithm to a (hand-designed) kinetic data struc-ture for maintaining the minimum [13, 12] . 1 We finish by comparing the convex-hull algorithms and discussing the e«ectiveness of our robust scheduling algorithm.
Experimental Setup. We ran our experiments on a 2.7GHz Power Mac G5 with 4 gigabytes of memory. We compiled the applications with the MLton compiler using "¹ÖÙÒØ Ñ Ö Ñ¹×ÐÓÔ ½" option that directs the run-time system to use all the available memory on the system-MLton, however, can allocate a maximum of about two gigabytes. Since MLton uses garbage collection, the total time depends on the particulars of the garbage-collection system. We therefore report the application time, measured as the total time minus the time spent for garbage collection (garbage collection is discussed elsewhere [3] ). For the experiments, we use a standard floating-point solver with the robust kinetic scheduler (Section 2.2). We assume that certificate failure times are computed within an error of ¦10 10 .
Input Generation. We generate the inputs for our experiments randomly. For onedimensional applications, we generate points uniformly at random between 0 0 and 1 0 and assign them velocities uniformly at random between 0 5 and 0 5. For twodimensional applications, we pick points from within the unit square uniformly at random and assigning a constant velocity vector to each point where each component is selected from the interval [ 0 5 0 5] uniformly at random.
Measurements. In addition to measuring various quantities such as the number of events in a kinetic simulation, we run some specific experiments. These experiments are described below; throughout, n denotes the input size (e.g., number of points).
-Average time for an insertion»deletion: This is measured by applying a deletepropagate-insert-propagate step to each point in the input. Each step deletes an element, runs change propagation, inserts the element back, and runs change propagation. The average is taken over all propagations.
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-Average time for a kinetic event: This is measured by running a kinetic simulation and averaging over all events. For all applications except for Ö Ñ¹× Ò and sorting applications, we run the simulations to completion. For sorting and Ö Ñ¹× Ò applications, we run the simulations for the duration of 10¢n events.
-Average time for an integrated dynamic change & kinetic event:
This is measured by running a kinetic simulation while performing one dynamic change at every kinetic event. Each dynamic change scales the coordinates of a point by 0 8. We run the simulation for the duration of 2 ¢ n events such that all points are scaled twice. The average is taken over all events and changes.
Diameter. The
Ñ Ø Ö application first computes (using ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ) the convex hull of its input, performs a scan of the convex hull to compute the antipodal pairs, and finds (using Ñ Ò ÑÙÑ) the pair that is furthest apart. We note that Agarwal et al. give a similar algorithm for computing diameters, but they provide no implementation [8] . We expect a similar technique can be used to compute the width of a point set. Figure 3 shows the total time for a from-scratch run of the kinetic Ñ Ø Ö algorithm for varying input sizes. The figure shows that the kinetic algorithm is at most 5 times slower than the static algorithm for the considered inputs-due to the event queue, asymptotic overhead of a kinetic algorithm is O(log n). Figure 4 shows the total time for complete kinetic simulations of varying input sizes-the curve seems slightly super-linear. Figure 5 shows the average time for change propagation after an insertion»deletion for varying inputs. Note that the time for change propagation decreases slightly as the input size increases. We believe that this is because the running time for Ñ Ø Ö (and thus change propagation) is sensitive to the size of the convexhull of the points. In particular, 1) deleting»inserting a point from»into the inside of a convex hull of the input points is cheap and 2) with uniformly randomly distributed points, many of the points are expected to be inside the hull. Figure 6 shows the average time per kinetic event and the average time for an integrated dynamic change and kinetic event. Both curves fit O(log 2 n). These experimental results match best known asymptotic bounds for the kinetic diameter problem [8] . To measure of how fast change propagation is, we compute the average speedup (Figure 7) as the ratio of the average time for one kinetic event to the time for a from-scratch execution of the static version. As can be seen, the speedup increases nearly linearly with the input size to exceed three orders of magnitude.
Other benchmarks. We report a summary of our results for other benchmarks at fixed input sizes. Table 1 shows, for input sizes ("n"), the timings for from-scratch executions of the static version ("Static Run") and the kinetic version ("Kinetic Run"), the overhead, the average time for change propagation after an insertion»deletion ("Insert»Delete"), and the speedup of change propagation computed as the average time for an insertion»deletion divided by the time for recomputing from scratch using the static algorithm. The overhead, defined as the ratio of the time for a kinetic run to the time for a static run, is O(log n) asymptotically because of the certificate-queue operations. The experiments show that the overhead is about 9 on average for the considered inputs, but varies significantly depending on the applications. As can be expected, the more sophisticated the algorithm, the smaller the overhead, because the time taken by the library operations (operations on certificates, event queue, modifiables, etc.) compared to the amount of "real" work performed by the static algorithm is small for more sophisticated algorithms. The "speedup" column shows that change propagation can be orders of magnitude faster than recomputing from scratch. Table 2 shows the timings for kinetic simulations. The "n" column shows the input size, "Simulation" column shows the time for a kinetic simulation, the "# Events" and "# Ext. Events" columns show the number of events and external events respectively, the "per Event" column shows the average time per kinetic event. The "per int. ev." column shows the average time for an integrated dynamic and kinetic event. The "Speedup" column shows the average speedup computed as the ratio of time for a from-scratch execution of the static version to the average time for an event. The speedup column shows that the change propagation is orders of magnitude faster than re-computing from scratch.
The results show that Ñ Ö ¹×ÓÖØ is more e«ective than ÕÙ ¹×ÓÖØ: the Ñ Ö ¹×ÓÖØ algorithm is two times faster for kinetic events and nearly thirty times faster for integrated events. We discuss the convex-hull algorithms below. which measure the e«ectiveness of kinetic algorithms [13] . Since Ö Ñ¹× Ò algorithm relies on sorting, it is not practical; we therefore do not discuss Ö Ñ¹× Ò in detail. Figure 9 shows the time per event for the convex hull algorithms. In a kinetic simulation, the time per event measures the responsiveness of a kinetic algorithm, and the total number of events processed determines the eAEciency of an algorithm. The total simulation time measures overall e«ectiveness of a kinetic algorithm. In all these respects, the algorithms rank from best to worst as ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ, Ñ Ö ¹ ÙÐÐ, and ÙÐØ Ñ Ø .
Kinetic algorithms can also be compared based on their locality [13] , which is defined as the maximum number of certificates that depend on any input point. The time for integrated dynamic and kinetic changes ( Figure 10 ) gives a measure of locality because a change to the coordinates of a point requires recomputing all certificates that depend on that point. In terms of their locality, the algorithms rank from best to worst as ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ, ÙÐØ Ñ Ø , and Ñ Ö ¹ ÙÐÐ.
The results show that the ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ performs best. One disadvantage of ÕÙ ¹ ÙÐÐ is that it is diAEcult to prove asymptotic bounds for it. If asymptotic complexity is important, then the experiments indicate that Ñ Ö ¹ ÙÐÐ algorithm performs better than ÙÐØ Ñ Ø , especially if few dynamic changes are performed.
Comparison to a handcrafted kinetic data structure. One may wonder how the approach performs relative to handcrafted kinetic data structures. We compare our Ñ Ò ÑÙÑ algorithm to the tournament-tree based kinetic data structure for maintaining minimum by Basch, Guibas, and Hershberger [13, 12] . Figure 8 shows the total time of a kinetic simulation with our semi-automatically generated algorithm and the Basch-Guibas-Hershberger kinetic data structure. Our algorithm is a factor of 3 slower than the handcrafted data structure.
Robustness.
Our experiments rely on the robust scheduling algorithm (Section 2.2). To determine the e«ectiveness of the approach, we performed additional testing by running kinetic simulations and probabilistically verifying the output after each kinetic event. These tests verified that the approach ensures correctness for all inputs that we considered: up to 100,000 points with all applications. 3 With computational geometry algorithms, the scheduler performed no cold restarts. With sorting (and Ö Ñ¹× Ò) algorithms, there were ten restarts with 100,000 points-no restarts took place for smaller inputs. Since sorting algorithms can process up to O(n 2 ), this is not surprising. The robust scheduling algorithm can process multiple certificates simultaneously. We measured the number of certificates processed simultaneously to be less than 1.75 averaged over all our applications. Note that both the number of restarts and the number of certificates can be further decreased by using higher (but still fixed) precision floating-point numbers.
Conclusion
This paper describes the first technique for kinetizing static algorithms by applying a syntactic transformation based on self-adjusting computation. The technique ensures that kinetized algorithms are correct, and enables 1) integrating dynamic and kinetic changes, 2) composing kinetic algorithms, and 3) robust motion simulations. The effectiveness of the technique is evaluated by considering a number of algorithms and performing a broad range of experiments. The experimental results show that the approach performs well in practice.
